
 

    
 
 

Aspects of life at the Palace 
 

1. Introduction 
 
To understand what happened in the medieval and early modern palace it is 
important to remember the status of bishops. This was twofold they were primarily 
princes of the church and the church was far more significant in the Middle Ages. But 
in addition they became great landowners and the equivalent of important peers. 
This was reflected in their seats in the House of Lords and the frequent employment 
of bishops as great ministers of state or, more temporarily, on diplomatic missions. 
They also often had a significant role in civil administration and justice in Somerset. 
 

 
Figure 1 Thomas Chaundler presents a manuscript to Bishop Bekynton. The picture gives an idea of 
the state kept by medieval bishops. 

 
All this had major impacts. Firstly, they were constantly on the move. As diocesan 
bishop they had a programme of visitations to parishes and monasteries. As great 
territorial magnates they had to tour their manors to administer justice and to eat  



 

 
 
up the more bulky and perishable rents paid in kind. There also had to attend 
Parliament and the royal Court particularly when they were ministers. Thus the 
palace gates would have witnessed cavalcades of horsemen, packhorses and carts 
coming and going. Activity varied sharply between times when the bishop was in 
residence and when he was elsewhere.  
 
Secondly, their twin functions meant that they needed a large household staff. In 
church affairs the three archdeacons acted as their deputies for sections of the 
county but they also had a vicar-general, registrar, clerks and a chaplain. Their lay 
authority required an accountant, stewards and a host of bailiffs who remained in a 
particular manor or town. 
 
So the palace would have seen great periods of activity when the bishop was at 
home. These probably peaked when Bishop Burnell was Edward I’s chancellor and 
when Ralph of Shrewsbury entertained Edward III over Christmas. When the bishop 
was away there was still activity. Hembry wrote ‘Here every quarter day, or even for 
the general audit at Michelmas came bailiffs and reeves of the bishop’s various 
manors, bringing the money rent in bags and the rents paid in kind…..So too….came 
the country gentlemen and yeomen seeking leases, or to renew leases…’. However, 
such traffic would not have penetrated the inner palace but been dealt with in the 
bishop’s guildhall. At the opposite pole to Edward III’s visit were long spells when the 
bishop was absent and only these routine matters continued. The longest spell was 
after the death of Thomas Bekynton in 1465. His immediate successor Robert 
Stillington spent most of his time either at court or as a state prisoner and managed 
3½ weeks in his diocese in some 25 years. Bishops Fox and King were mainly Henry 
VII’s ministers (the former never got to Somerset) while Hadrian de Castello and 
Wolsey were total absentees merely drawing extra income from their bishopric. 
 
The Reformation brought major changes. The status of bishops was never the same 
again. The growth of Puritanism questioned their role. Their estates were plundered 
by monarchs and courtiers. The bishop’s manors had been reduced to nine by 1569. 
They lost many manor houses and did reside more generally at Wells. The loss of 
income meant that bishops were no longer high-fliers holding national office and this 
further tied them to Wells. But things changed again with the death of Bishop 
Hooper in 1727. Walpole’s system then took over. Bishops were selected as safe 
Whig votes in the Lords. This did not endear them to a Tory town in a Tory county. 
Most spent very little time in Wells. The palace was not to become a family home 
again until Bishop Hervey’s time (1869-94). 



 

 
2. Domestic arrangements 

 
Like any great feudal household the palace aimed for a fair degree of self-sufficiency. 
One of Joscelin’s first acts on moving his seat back to Wells was to obtain King John’s 
agreement to the creation of a deer park immediately to the south of the palace. 
Other facilities were added. By early in Ralph of Shrewsbury’s time an account 
mentions within the forticetum (the walled and moated area) brewery, bakehouse, 
barn and granary. The first two were in a separate building of stone with the kitchen. 
Outside there were an oxshed, hay house, another barn, and a cart house. There 
were also extensive orchards, herbs and vegetable gardens. The fruit was stated to 
be worth 6s annually and the herbage 20s. 
 
By the Reformation more facilities had been added. There were fishponds beyond 
Tor Street. The surviving barn had been built and adjoining it was the coneygre 
where the rabbits were kept. The Palace Mill had also been built approximately 
where the post office stands. So grain from the manor of Wells and others nearby 
could be taken to the barn, threshed, then milled and finally turned into bread or 
beer. Several forms of meat and freshwater fish were also available close at hand. 
Venison was also a useful and prestigious gift until well into the 18th century.  
 
 

 

Figure 2 From the Tithe Map of 1839 showing the fish ponds south of St Thomas Street. 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3 This plan from the Corporation survey of 1821 shows the former location of the Palace Mill 
opposite the Town Hall. The mill was removed in 1835. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
It is relevant to ask what had to be brought in from beyond the manor. Spices were 
an obvious item and these included sugar until the 17th century. The traditional 
sweetener, honey, was part of many rents in kind. Next wine was brought in 
probably via Bristol even if purchased in London. It seems that the bishop’s manor 
did not produce enough beer for peak demand. One of the customary dues that 
provoke the Wells townsfolk in the crisis of 1341-3 was tolsester, the bishop’s right 
to buy part of any brewing of beer in the town at a fixed price. Saltwater fish came 
remarkable distances. The Bristol Channel fisheries were limited producing mainly 
sprats and conger eels plus the occasional upmarket sturgeon. Bristol imported 
much of its fish from southern Irish ports so by the time they reached Wells they  
must have been far from fresh. It is not surprising that fish from Exeter was reaching 
Wells by the 14th century. 
 
This largely self-sufficient economy eroded from the Reformation. The later Tudor 
bishops were forced to lease more and more to make ends meet. Lettings included 
enclosures made within the park. After 1727 the trend intensified. The sale of the 
mill and adjoining land to the Corporation in 1835 signalled an end to any possibility 
of milling the palace’s own flour although it had in fact been leased from before 
1742. It also showed the bishop’s lack of concern at lay encroachment into the 
palace environs.  
 

3. Judicial authority and prisons 
 
The bishop’s two spheres of authority carried over into law. Here he also had two 
separate roles. The boundaries between them were not as we now understand 
them. Church courts did indeed deal with the straying of the clergy and moral lapses 
of the laity but in the Middle Ages their remit went further. Issues of wills and 
inheritance belong to them and until the 1640s it was possible to take action for 
slander and libel in secular courts but also to pursue such matters under the name of 
defamation in church courts. The church courts only withdrew from lay affairs when 
it was obvious that the Church of England could no longer claim to be the universal 
church. Even after the fall of Charles I the Presbyterians try to keep up the claims. 
Only when Cromwell seized power was pluralism accepted. 
 
The bishop’s power in secular courts derived from his role as lord of the manor. So 
the courts in Wells dealt with matters in the borough of Wells and the surrounding 
manor. However, as a major lord in Somerset bishops were frequently involved in 
wider issues and might be involved in individual enquiries at the king’s request. In all 
these matters the boundaries between the criminal and civil law were not yet clear. 
Slander and libel did not involve damages but savage penalties such as whipping and 
branding. 
 
This dual system meant that the bishop maintained two prisons. That for laymen was 
basically a holding facility. For lesser offences punishments were fines or almost  



 

 
immediate – the stocks, the pillory or whipping. More serious matters involved the 
accused being sent to the county gaol at Ilchester to await trial at the assizes or 
quarter sessions. Where the bishop’s lay prison was situated in the medieval period 
is unclear. But by the mid-16th century it was on the east side of Sadler Street in front 
of the precinct wall and on the south of the bishop’s guildhall. In 1555 a rental refers 
to le cage newly erected. Then in 1566 and 1567 there are debits for the repair of 
the ‘Yelde Hall’ and the prison called ‘Le Cage’. However, it became redundant in 
1589 when Bishop Godwin granted the town a charter of self-government. Such 
matters became the Corporation’s responsibility. Instead we find in the bishop’s 
rental for 1595/6 a payment of 6d for a shamell (stall) where le cage use to stand. 
 

 

 

Figure 4 Part of a Dean and Chapter survey of their properties of c.1812. The inserted plans show 
the small and complicated properties east of Sadler Street. The two areas labelled bishop 
represented fossilised locations of his former local government functions. That on the north was his 
guildhall and that on the south ‘le Cage’ his lay lock-up. The area from the thick black line to the 
later is now the open area, the Swan Garden. 

 
The prison for offending clergy was known as the cowhouse and stood within the 
palace complex. It had to cater for the possibility of long-term prisoners. Formerly 
debates raged as to whether it was the northwest turret of the palace wall or 
somewhere in the guildhall at 14 Market Place. The description of Bishop Ralph’s  



 

 
time and accompanying 18th century comments and sketch make it clear that it was 
a free standing building in the outer courtyard between the Horse Pool and the 
moat. For many years the leases of the easternmost of the New Works included a 
provision that a room be set-aside for the keeper of the prison. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 From the 1812 plan again showing the moat and former Horse Pond. The Cow House was 
between the two west of the drawbridge. 

 

To confuse matters there were two other prisons in Wells. The Dean and Chapter 
had their own in the Canons Barn complex. The town guild had some sort of lock-up 
before they gained their charter. By 1377 the bishops already delegated minor 
matters to their constable, street and shambles wardens. So they needed 
somewhere to hold drunks overnight. From 1572 they had a town hall over some of 
the stalls in the middle of High Street and a cell under the steps leading up to it. 
Straying animals were like straying people divided. The bishop, dean and chapter and 
town each had their own pound. 
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